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WELCOME
On behalf of Splash! Publications, we would like to welcome you to our 
Second Grade Language Unit, designed by teachers with you and your 
students in mind.  Our goal is a unit that you can use immediately.
 
The CD 
Inside this book, you will fi nd black line masters of the lessons, activities, 
Content Posters, and games for each of the 14 Language lessons.  In 
addition, we’ve included a CD in the back of the book with color versions of 
the fi ve Language games and color Content Posters ready for you to print, 
laminate, and use in your classroom.
   
Center or Whole Group
Our Second Grade Language Unit can be used in a Center or Whole Group 
setting.  No matter what you decide, we suggest that you read each lesson 
aloud with your class and have students cut and paste their Language cards 
into a Language Notebook.  A Composition Book works well for this purpose.  
The comprehension questions and activities following each lesson can then 
be completed as Center work or as part of your Whole Group instruction.

The Lesson Plans
On the next several pages, you will fi nd the Lesson Plans for the Second 
Grade Language Unit.  The Lesson Plans clearly outline what students 
must do before, during, and after each lesson.  Page numbers are listed 
so you that you will immediately know what you need to photocopy before 
beginning each lesson.  Grading rubrics and answers to all comprehension 
questions and activities are located at the end of the Unit.

The Standards
Standards help teachers prioritize instruction and connect the “big ideas” 
students need to know in order to advance.  Our Second Grade Language 
Unit was created in alignment with the Second Grade Reading, Writing, and 
Language Standards.  You will fi nd the Standard alignment (abbreviated CC) 
for each lesson in the Lesson Plans.
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The Language Games
There are fi ve Language games included in our Second Grade Language 
Unit.  The black and white versions can be found inside of the book, while 
the color versions of each game are included on the CD in the back of the 
book.  The games were designed to be used with students of all levels.  If 
you have parent helpers in your classroom, we suggest having them make 
and laminate two or three sets of each game ahead of time so you will have 
multiple sets to use as a Whole Group activity or in your Language Center.  
In addition, you could send students home with a copy of each game to 
make and play at home.  
 No matter how you choose to use the games, we suggest that you 
teach each game to the whole class fi rst with the teacher acting as Player 
A and the class pretending to be Player B.  As soon as students understand 
how to play the game, it can be added to the Center or Game area for 
practice and review.  Each game includes an answer sheet so students can 
self-check themselves.

The Content Posters
There are 14 Content Posters (one for each lesson) included in our Second 
Grade Language Unit.  The black and white versions can be found at the 
beginning of each lesson, while the color versions of the Content Posters 
are included on the CD in the back of the book.  Simply print, laminate, 
and hang each color Content Poster in your classroom before the lesson so 
students will have a quick reference to the Language concept being taught.  
 
The Copyright
Revised Edition, 2017
Text Copyright © 2012 by SPLASH! Publications, Glendale Az
Illustration Copyright © 2012 by SPLASH! Publications, Glendale Az
All rights reserved.  No part of this publication may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 
photocopy, recording, or any information storage or retrieval system without 
permission in written form from the authors.  Lessons, Language Games, 
and Content Posters in the Second Grade Language Unit may be reproduced 
by the original purchaser only for use in the original purchaser’s classroom 
and may not be sold or used for purposes other than those specifi cally 
permitted by the authors.
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1. After reading about Collective Nouns (pg. 2), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Collective Nouns card, color the ship on 
   the card, and glue the Collective Nouns card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 3)   
  • answer Collective Nouns comprehension questions.  (pg. 4)
  • write sentences and draw pictures that correctly use and illustrate 
   collective nouns.  (pg. 5)
  • make and play the game Collect A Noun (color version on 
   CD).  (pps. 6-16)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.1a 

2. After reading about Plural Nouns (pg. 18), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Plural Nouns card, color the girl on 
   the card, and glue the Plural Nouns card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 19) 
  • answer Plural Nouns comprehension questions.  (pg. 20)
  • write sentences and draw pictures that correctly use and illustrate 
   plural nouns.  (pg. 21)   
  • make and play the game Batter Up! (color version on 
   CD)  (pps. 22-47)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.1b

3. After reading about Refl exive Pronouns (pg. 49), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Refl exive Pronouns card, color the bunny on 
   the card, and glue the Refl exive Pronouns card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 50) 
  • answer Refl exive Pronouns comprehension questions.  (pg. 51)
  • cut and paste refl exive pronouns from a Word Bank to complete 
   sentences.  (pps. 52-53)   
  • cut and paste refl exive pronouns over the nouns that they represent to 
   complete the activity Hop to It!  (pps. 54-55)

 Standard Alignment: CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.1c
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4. After reading about Past Tense Verbs (pg. 57), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Past Tense Verbs card, color the snake on 
   the card, and glue the Past Tense Verbs card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 58) 
  • answer Past Tense Verbs comprehension questions.  (pg. 59)
  • write sentences using past tense verbs correctly.  (pg. 60)  
  • make and play the game Make the Verb (color version on 
   CD).  (pps. 61-73)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.1d

5. After reading about Adjectives and Adverbs (pg. 75), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Adjectives and Adverbs card, color the iguana on 
   the card, and glue the Adjectives and Adverbs card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 76) 
  • answer Adjectives and Adverbs comprehension questions.  (pg. 77)
  • write sentences and draw pictures that correctly use and illustrate 
   adjectives and adverbs.  (pg. 78)  
  • cut and past adjectives and adverbs to create an Adjective and Adverbs 
   Circle Chart.  (pps. 79-81)  
  • use adjectives and adverbs from the Circle Chart to write a 
   story.  (pg. 82)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.W.3,     
    CC.2.L.1e, CC.2.L.1g (AZ.2.L.1)

6. After reading about Simple and Compound Sentences (pg. 84), students 
 will:
   
  • trace the words on the Simple and Compound Sentences card, color the 
   apples on the card, and glue the Simple and Compound Sentences card 
   into their Language Notebooks.  (pg. 85) 
  • answer Simple and Compound Sentences comprehension 
   questions.  (pg. 86)
  • follow written directions to create and correctly write simple and 
   compound sentences.  (pg. 87)   
  • identify simple and compound sentences and use the information to 
   create a Sentence Pictograph.  (pps. 88-91)
 
 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.1f
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7. After reading about Proper Nouns (pg. 93), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Proper Nouns card, color the gingerbread man on 
   the card, and glue the Proper Nouns card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 94) 
  • answer Proper Nouns comprehension questions.  (pg. 95)
  • rewrite sentences correctly capitalizing proper nouns.  (pg. 96)  
  • identify and color proper nouns in a puzzle to reveal a mystery 
   picture.  (pg. 97)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.2a

8. After reading about Commas (pg. 99), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Commas card, color the car on the card, and 
   glue the Comma card into their Language Notebooks.  (pg. 100) 
  • answer Commas comprehension questions.  (pg. 101)
  • rewrite a letter, placing the commas in their correct places.  (pg. 102)  
  • make and play the game Comma Race (color version on CD).  
   (pps. 103-114)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.2b

9. After reading about Contractions (pg. 116), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Contractions card, color the yak on 
   the card, and glue the Contractions card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 117)
  • answer Contractions comprehension questions.  (pg. 118)
  • form contractions and write sentences using the newly formed 
   contractions correctly.  (pg. 119)  
  • create a grid puzzle by cutting and pasting contractions over the two
   words used to form the contractions.  (pps. 120-122) 

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.2c
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10. After reading about Possessive Nouns (pg. 124), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Possessive Nouns card, color the leprechaun on 
   the card, and glue the Possessive Nouns card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 125) 
  • answer Possessive Nouns comprehension questions.  (pg. 126)
  • rewrite sentences correctly using possessive nouns.  (pg. 127)   
  • color, cut, and paste pictures to create a Possessive Nouns Square 
   Chart.  (pps. 128-131)
  • use possessive nouns from the Square Chart to write an expository 
   paragraph.  (pps. 132-134)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.W.2,   
    CC.2.L.2c, CC.2.L.1g (AZ.2.L.1)

11. After reading about Context Clues (pg. 136), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Context Clues card, color the dinosaur on 
   the card, and glue the Context Clues card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 137)
  • answer Context Clues comprehension questions.  (pg. 138)
  • use context clues to cut and paste vocabulary words from a Word Bank 
   to complete sentences.  (pps. 139-140)  
  • use context clues to choose vocabulary words on puzzle pieces that 
   complete sentences.  (pps. 141-144)
  • cut out the puzzle pieces and put together a Context Clues 
   Puzzle.  (pg. 145) 

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.4a

12. After reading about Prefi xes (pg. 147), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Prefi xes card, color the mouse on the card, and 
   glue the Prefi xes card into their Language Notebooks.  (pg. 148) 
  • answer Prefi xes comprehension questions.  (pg. 149)
  • add prefi xes to base words and write sentences using the newly created 
   words correctly.  (pg. 150)  

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.4b
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13. After reading about Suffi xes (pg. 152), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Suffi xes card, color the lion on the 
   card, and glue the Suffi xes card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 153) 
  • answer Suffi xes comprehension questions.  (pg. 154)
  • add suffi xes to base words and write sentences using the newly created 
   words correctly.  (pg. 155)
  • make and play the game Prefi x and Suffi x Match (color version on   
   CD).  (pps. 156-165)

 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.4c

14. After reading about Compound Words (pg. 167), students will:
   
  • trace the words on the Compound Words card, color the starfi sh on 
   the card, and glue the Compound Words card into their Language 
   Notebooks.  (pg. 168) 
  • answer Compound Words comprehension questions.  (pg. 169)
  • write sentences that use compound words correctly.  (pg. 170)  
  • cut and paste word pairs that create compound words in the activity 
   Compound Match.  (pps. 171-172)
  
 Standard Alignment:  CC.2.RI.1, CC.2.RI.4, CC.2.L.4d
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Pronouns are words that take the place of a noun.  Give the 
bat to Cara.  Give the bat to her.  The pronoun her takes the 
place of Cara.  My, our, and them are examples of pronouns.
 Refl exive pronouns refer back to the subject of the 
sentence.  This is just a fancy way of saying that refl exive 
pronouns give us another way to talk about the subject of 
a sentence.  Singular refl exive pronouns end in self.  Plural 
refl exive pronouns end in selves.
 The bunny found the carrot all by itself.  The refl exive 
pronoun itself is referring back to the subject bunny.  Jim and 
Sue can teach themselves to cook.  The refl exive pronoun 
themselves is referring back to the subjects Jim and Sue. 
 Other refl exive pronouns include yourself, yourselves, 
himself, herself, ourselves, and myself.
  

REFLEXIVE  PRONOUNS
A refl exive 
pronoun 
refers back 
to the 
subject
of the sentence.
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REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS

Name  ________________

1. Pronouns are words that take the place of a –

  a.  noun b. period

  c. verb d. action word  

2. Refl exive pronouns refer back to the –  

  a.  verb  b. subject

  c. action words d. sentence

3. Singular refl exive pronouns end in –

  a.  ed b. selves

  c. er d. self

4. Circle the refl exive pronoun in each sentence 
  below and draw a line back to the subject that 
  it refl ects.

  a. You need to take care of  yourself. 

  b. The cat won’t mind staying by itself today.

  c. Joey made lunch for himself.

  d. We are proud of ourselves for winning.

  e. The fi sh cannot feed themselves fi sh food.
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Refl exive Pronoun Practice

Directions:  Read the fi ve sentences on the next page.   
    Choose and cut out refl exive pronouns 
    from the Word Bank to complete each 
    sentence.

    Glue the words into the boxes.

    Rewrite the sentences on the lines.
 
    Draw a line back to the subject that the 
    pronoun refl ects.

We ate too much pie and made                 sick. 

___________________________________________
 

We ate too much pie and made ourselves sick.

myself

herself

himselfthemselves

itself

ourselves
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HOP TO IT!
Directions:  Help the bunny on the next page fi nd his 
    carrot!

    Begin by coloring the circle with the word 
    Start in it.
 
    Next, color and cut out the circle with the 
    refl exive pronoun herself written in it.  

      Find the circle with the subject 
      that refers back to the refl exive 
      pronoun herself. 

      Glue the refl exive pronoun 
      herself right over that subject. 
    

Continue coloring and cutting out the refl exive pronouns 
in order from left to right and gluing them over the 
subjects that they refer back to.

When you reach the carrot, neatly color in the carrot and 
the bunny.

   

Beth

herself

herself is the refl exive 
pronoun for Beth.

GLUEGLUE

herself myself yourself themselves itself

ourselves myself yourselves himself itself
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Make the Game: Cut out the 45 cards with the words 
     on them.  (Cut on the solid black lines.)  

     Fold each card along the dotted    
     line so the snake is on one side 
     and the word is on the other side.  

     Glue the blank sides together.  

     Each player needs one Make the Verb 
     Game Board.

     Play the Game: This game is for 2-6 
          players.

     Spread the cards out on the fl oor or table  
     with the pictures of the snakes facing up.

     One player turns over a card and reads the  
     verb out loud.  

     All of the players look at their Make the 
     Verb Game Boards to see if they have the 
     past tense of the verb.  
     
     (Example: the past tense of do = did).

     If the past tense verb appears on their 
     Game Boards, the players color in that 
     square.  Set the used verb card aside.  

Continue playing in this same way until a player wins by coloring 
in all of the past tense verbs on his or her Game Board.   

If you are not sure of a word, you may check the Make the Verb 
Answer Sheet.   

sit

GLUE GLUE

do
drove

Make the Verb Game Board

kicked

yelled

stood

hung

did

shot

became

sang

added

stuck

shook

MAKE THE VERB
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b
lo

w

b
le

e
d

ju
m

p

m
ix

d
ri

v
e

d
o
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Directions:  Neatly color one of the pictures on the 
    next page.   
    Cut out the picture and glue it into the 
    center circle of the Circle Chart.

    Choose, color, and cut out 3 adjectives 
    and 3 verbs + adverbs that you would like 
    to use to describe your picture.

    Glue the adjectives and adverbs in the 
    smaller circles.   

CIRCLE CHART

colorful

happy

funny

busy

scared

sad

proud

hungry

smart

friendly

lucky

brave

walked

quickly

worked

quietly

visited

yesterday

laughed

loudly

fell

suddenly

ran

upstairs

ate

slowly

left

last week

slept
downstairs

jumped

softly

smiled

widely

swam

smoothly

Adjectives Adverbs
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CIRCLE CHART
Name  ________________

Your teacher will give you special paper to write a story about 
the character in the center of your Circle Chart.

Your story must include the 3 adjectives and 3 verbs + 
adverbs from your Circle Chart.
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PICTOGRAPH
Directions:  Read each of the sentences on the next 
    two pages.

    If the sentence is a simple sentence, put an 
    S in the blank.

    If the sentence is a compound sentence, put 
    a C in the blank.

Make a 
Pictograph:  Count the number of simple and compound 
    sentences.  

    Color and cut out one apple for every two 
    sentences.  (Hint: 1/2 apple = 1 sentence)

    Glue the apples into their correct spaces on 
    the Simple and Compound Sentence 
    Pictograph.
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______  1.  James played at my house yesterday.

______  2. I can come to your house after school, 
   but I can’t stay for dinner. 

______  3. Jeremiah can go to the game, or 
   he can fi nish his homework.

______  4. Ice cream and cake are my favorite 
   desserts on a hot day.

______  5. The Fourth of July fi reworks were pretty.

______  6. I did all of my chores, so I earned money 
   to go to the fair.

______  7. Molly and Jenna 
   found an iguana 
   sitting on their 
   front porch. 

______  8. The iguana had big 
   eyes, a long tail, and 
   little spots all over  
   its body.

Name  ________________
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COMMA RACE

GLUE GLUE

Make the Game: Cut out the 40 cards with the cars 
     on them.  (Cut on the solid black lines.)  

     Fold each card along the dotted    
     line so the car is on one side 
     and the words are on the other side.  

     Glue the blank sides together.

     Players choose one race car.  

     

Each player needs his 
or her own Comma 
Racetrack.

     

Start!
Engine troubles!Go back to Start.

Flat 
Tire!Go back 2 spaces.

Gooddriving!
Rollagain.

Wet
road!
Skip aturn.

Drivingtoo slow!Go back 1space.

Pit 
stop!
Skip aturn.

Nice
 car! Move ahead 2spaces.

Helpeda friend!
Rollagain.

Hit a wall! Go back 1space.

Out ofgas!
Go back 3spaces.

Got 
lost!

Back 2 spaces.

Wrongway! Go back 2 spaces.

Almostin!Move ahead 2spaces. 

Finish!

Comma Racetrack

Start!
Engine troubles!Go back to Start.

Flat 
Tire!Go back 2 spaces.

Gooddriving!
Rollagain.

Wet
road!
Skip aturn.

Drivingtoo slow!Go back 1space.

Pit 
stop!
Skip aturn.

Nice
 car! Move ahead 2spaces.

Helpeda friend!
Rollagain.

Hit a wall! Go back 1space.

Out ofgas!
Go back 3spaces.

Got 
lost!

Back 2 spaces.

Wrongway! Go back 2 spaces.

Almostin!Move ahead 2spaces. 

Finish!

Comma Racetrack

I need shirtsshoes and socksfor my trip
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Start!
Engine 

troubles!
Go back 1 

space.

Flat 
Tire!

Go back 1 
space.

Good
driving!

Go
again.

Wet
road!
Skip a
turn.

Driving
too slow!
Go back 1

space.

Pit 
stop!
Skip a
turn.

Nice
 car! 

Move ahead 2
spaces.

Helped
a friend!

Go
again.

Hit a 
wall! 

Go back 1
space.

Out of
gas!

Go back 3
spaces.

Got 
lost!

Back 2 
spaces.

Wrong
way!

 Go back 2
 spaces.

Almost
in!

Move ahead 2
spaces. 

Finish!

COMMA RACETRACK
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A contraction is two words put together to form one shorter 
word.  An apostrophe takes the place of missing letters.  
 Yaks do not like bananas.  Yaks don’t like bananas.  The 
words do and not have been put together.  The apostrophe 
takes the place of the missing letter o.  
 Shouldn’t (should not), couldn’t (could not), hasn’t 
(has not), and doesn’t (does not) are other examples of 
contractions.  Again, the apostrophe takes the place of the 
missing letter o. 
 She will eat the banana.  She’ll eat the banana.  This time 
the apostrophe is taking the place of two missing letters.  
 We’ll (we will), they’ll (they will), I’d (I would), and won’t 
(will not) are other examples of contractions.  Look for the  
apostrophe and the missing letters in these contractions.      

     

CONTRACTIONS
A contraction 
is two words 
put together 
with an
apostrophe to 
form one shorter word.
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Directions: Cut out the puzzle pieces on the 
    next page one at a time.

    It is important that you do not turn 
    the puzzle piece upside down.  

    Find the words that make that contraction 
    on the Contraction Puzzle.

    Glue the puzzle piece right over the 
    words.

    When you are fi nished gluing all of 
    the pieces, color your puzzle.
    
 

     

will not 
makes the
contraction

won’t

Contraction Puzzle

CONTRACTION PUZZLE

did 
not

would 
not

they
will

she 
will

cannot

I
would

was 
not

should 
not

GLUE GLUE
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Directions:  Cut out the box with Robby or Sara in it. 
    Neatly color Robby or Sara.      
   
    Glue the box in the center of the Square 
    Chart.

    Cut out four boxes with items in them 
    that Robby or Sara might own.  Neatly 
    color the items.

    Glue those boxes in the smaller squares 
    of the Square Chart.   

Robby

SQUARE CHART
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Use the Square Chart to write a topic sentence.  A topic 
sentence starts a paragraph. 

Example:  Ralph’s favorite things are oranges, baseball, 
   pizza, and frogs. 

______________________________  favorite things are 

_______________________,   ____________________ , 

_____________________ , and  __________________ .

Use the Square Chart to write three supporting sentences. 
Supporting sentences give details about the topic sentence.

Examples:  A juicy orange is Ralph’s favorite fruit.
  
   Ralph’s frog is green and smooth.

   Pepperoni is Ralph’s favorite pizza topping.
 

   

______________________________________________

______________________________________________  

PARAGRAPH
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Context clues are hints.  The hints are hidden in the sentence.  
These hints help us fi gure out the meanings of new words.
 The curious child was asking questions because he wanted 
to know more about Christmas.  Asking questions and wanting 
to know more about something are hints.  A curious child asks 
questions and wants to know more. 
 It was dangerous to ride in a fast car down that big hill 
because you could have been hurt.  There are many hints in 
this sentence.  The fast car, the big hill, and getting hurt help 
you fi gure out that dangerous means not safe. 

A context clue is 
a “hint” that 
helps us 
fi gure out 
the meaning
of a new word.  

CONTEXT  CLUES
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CONTEXT CLUES PUZZLE

ch
o
re

s

di
re

ct
io
ns

en
o
rm

o
u
s

stormy

woods

Directions:  Read the 11 Context Clues sentences.  

    Use the “hints” in each sentence to 
    choose the word on the puzzle piece that 
    completes the sentence.

    Cut out the puzzle piece and write the 
    word on the line.  The puzzle pieces are 
    below and on the next page.

    Your teacher will give you special paper 
    for putting the puzzle together.

    Note: Not all of the puzzle pieces will be 
    used.  Choose carefully! 
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Make the Game: Cut out the 42 mouse and lion 
     Prefi x and Suffi x Match cards.    
     
     Fold each card along the dotted line 
     so the lion or mouse is on one side 
     and the words Prefi x and Suffi x Match 
     are on the other side.

     Glue the blank sides together.

     Each player needs one Game Board.

 Play the Game: This game is for 
     2-4 players.  

     Lay the mouse cards on the table in   
     neat rows with the mice facing down.

     In a separate pile, neatly stack the lion 
     cards with the lions facing down.

     Players take turns picking one mouse 
     card from the table and one lion card 
     from the pile.  

The mouse cards are the prefi xes and suffi xes.  The 
lion cards are the base words.  

If the player can make a word with the two cards, he or she 
writes the word on the Game Board.  Return the mouse card 
to its spot on the table.  Place the lion card on the bottom of 
the pile.

If a word can’t be made, or the player already has that space 
on the Game Board fi lled in, the mouse card is returned to its 
spot on the table and the lion card is placed on the bottom of 
the pile.  It is the next player’s turn.

The fi rst player to fi ll in his or her Game Board is the winner.

hair

G L U EG L U E

PREFIX  SUFFIX  MATCH

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match

Prefix and Suffix
Match
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Prefix and Suffix
 Match

ful tell play

ful paid pay

Prefix and Suffix
 Match

Prefix and Suffix
 Match

Prefix and Suffix
 Match

Prefix and Suffix
 Match

Prefix and Suffix
 Match
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COMPOUND WORDS
A compound 
word is two 
words joined 
together 
to form a 
new word.

Compound words are formed when two words join together 
to form a new word.  You can use words that you already 
know to fi gure out the meaning of new compound words.
 You already know what a star looks like.  You also know 
that a fi sh lives in water.  Put these two words together to 
make the compound word starfi sh.  A starfi sh is a star-shaped 
animal that lives in water.
 Look up and you will probably see a bird.  When you 
leave school today you will go to your house.  Put these two 
words together and you get the compound word birdhouse.  A 
birdhouse is a house for a bird.
 Can you fi gure out the meanings of the compound words 
bookshelf, bookmark, lighthouse, housefl y, and notebook? 
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Compound Word Practice

1.  Write a sentence using the word book + shelf. 
 
  ___________________________________________

2. Write a sentence using the word book + mark.    

  ___________________________________________

 
3. Write a sentence using the word rain + coat.

  __________________________________________

4. Write a sentence using the word snow + fall.

  __________________________________________

5. house + boat =  ____________________________.

6. drain + pipe =   ____________________________.

7. rain + fall =       ____________________________. 

8. friend + ship =  ____________________________.

  

Name  ________________
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Directions: Color the daisies below and the leaves  
    on the next page.
 
    Cut out each daisy.  

    Glue each daisy on the leaf that it makes 
    a compound word with.  

      

mail

fire

cat

row
base

book

sun

barn

COMPOUND MATCH
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side
out

fish

box

boat
place

mark

yard

ball

tan

Name  ________________
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Plural Noun Practice

ANSWERS

Included and correctly
used the plural nouns
in tw

o sentences.

3
    2

    1
    0

Criteria
Plural
N

oun
Sentences

Score

Total

D
idn’t attem

pt to w
rite

any sentences.

Neatly drew
 and colored a

picture as directed.

W
rote 1 or 2 sentences, 

but did not include the
plural nouns O

R
 used

them
 incorrectly.

Spelling,
Capitalization,
Punctuation

Had less than 4 m
istakes

in the sentences.
 

Had m
ore than 9 m

istakes
in the sentences.

Had 4-6 m
istakes in the

sentences.
Had 7-9 m

istakes in the
sentences.

Picture
D

rew
 and colored a picture

as directed, but it w
as

m
essy.

D
rew

 and colored a picture
but did not follow

 the
directions.

D
id not attem

pt to draw
or color a picture as
directed.

Included and correctly
used the plural nouns
in one sentence.
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Practice Activities

Past Tense Verb Practice

1. broke; Sentences will vary.
2. found; Sentences will vary.
3. jumped; Sentences will vary.
4. fl ew; Sentences will vary.
5. a. brought
 b. dug
 c. came
 d. told
 e. fell
 f. ate

ANSWERS
Refl exive Pronoun Practice

1. myself; I
2. herself; Jennifer
3. boy; himself
4. themselves; Sam and Becky
5. itself; kangaroo

Adjective and Adverb Practice

Included and correctly
used the adjectives and
adverbs in 3 sentences.

3     2     1     0Criteria
Adjective
Adverb

Sentences

Score

Total

Didn’t attempt to write
any sentences.

Neatly drew and colored a
picture as directed.

Spelling,
Capitalization,
Punctuation

Had less than 4 mistakes
in the sentences.
 

Had more than 9 mistakes
in the sentences.

Had 4-6 mistakes in the
sentences.

Had 7-9 mistakes in the
sentences.

Picture
Drew and colored a picture
as directed, but it was
messy.

Drew and colored a picture
but did not follow the
directions.

Did not attempt to draw
or color a picture as
directed.

Included and correctly
used the adjectives and
adverbs in 2 sentences.

Included and correctly
used the adjectives and
adverbs in 1 sentence.
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Hop to It! Refl exive Pronoun Activity

Start

herself

myself

yourself
themselves

itself

ourselves

myself

paint
pretty

ball
and
bat

fire

up

quietly

desk
and

lamp big

today

until

rockjump

yourselves

himself

itself

ANSWERS
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Proper Noun Puzzle

Katie

Iowa

June

May

Thom

Sunday

Jello

April

Ms. Yin

Polly

Tu
es

da
y

Kleenex

Molly

Bob

Sam

Jif

Liz

M
on

da
y

Haw
aii

Idaho

Ali

Sara

Ala
sk

a

Maine

M
ar

ch

Jo

Jonah

Eli

January

Ohio

Indiana

Texas

Arizona

Gina

Tide
Tim

F
lo

ri
d
a

Mr. Ye

Easter

Halloween

Chris

P
epsi

C
h
ristm

as

Coke

Kansas

Juan

Rudy

Jule

G
e
o
rg

ia

Ben

L
in

M
ia

m
i

Jill

boy

girl

mom

week

month
child

ball

fl
ow

er

fish

sock

pin

pen

can

dog

cat

state

city

bike

car

ce
re

a
l

butte
r

Le

fa
m

il
y

w
a
te

r

job

heart

sea soda

doll

paper

rain

candy

box

dirt

cart

star
cup

bo
ok

p
ig

Contraction Puzzle

ANSWERS
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